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CHAPTER-I



INTRODUCTION TO METRO RAILWAYS KOLKATA
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1.1 History of Metro Railways The ever-increasing transport problem of Kolkata drew the attention of the city planners, the State Government and also the Government of India. It was soon realized that something had to be done fast to cope up with the situation. It was Dr. B.C. Roy, then Chief Minister of West Bengal, who for the first time conceived the idea in 1949 of building an Underground Railway for Kolkata to solve the problems to some extent. A team of French experts did a survey but nothing concrete came out. Efforts made to solve the problem by augmenting the existing fleet of public transport vehicles barely touched the fringe of the problem as the roads account for only 4.2% of the surface area in Kolkata as compared to 25% in Delhi and even 30% in other cities.



With a view to finding out an alternative solution to alleviate the suffering of the Kolkata’s, The Metropolitan Transport Project (Railways) was set up in 1969. After detailed studies, the MTP (Railways) came to the conclusion that there was other alternative but to construct a Mass Rapid Transit System. The MTP (Railways) had prepared a Master Plan in 1971 envisaging construction of five rapid transit lines for the city of Kolkata, totaling to a route length of 97.5 km. Of these, the highest priority was given to the busy North-South axis between Dum Dum and Tollygunge over a length of 16.45 km and the work on this project was sanctioned on 1.6.1972. the foundation stone was laid by Smt. Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India, on December 29, 1972 and the construction work stated in 1973-1974.



Since the commencement of construction, the project had to contend with several problems such as non-availability of sufficient funds till 1977-78, shifting of underground utilities, court injunctions, irregular supply of vital materials and others. But overcoming innumerable hurdles and crossing all barriers of disbelief, Kolkata Metro, India’s first and Asia’s fifth became a reality on OCTOBER 14, 1984 with the commissioning of partial commercial service covering a distance of 3.40 km with five stations between Esplanade and Bhowanipur. This was quickly followed by commuter services on another 2.15 km stretch in the north between Dum Dum and Belgachia on NOVEMBER 12, 1984. The
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commuter service was extended up to Tollygunge on APRIL 29, 1986 covering a further distance of 4.24 km making the service available over an overall distance of 9.79 km and covering 11 stations. However, the services on the north section were suspended with effect from 26.10.92 as this isolated small section was not attractive to commuters. After a gap of eight years, the 1.62 km Belgachia-Shyambazar section, along with Dum DumBelgachia stretch was opened on AUGUST 13, 1994. Another 0.71 km stretch from Esplanade to Chandni Chowk was commissioned shortly thereafter, on October 2, 1994. The Shyambazar-Shovabazar-Girish Park (1.93 km) and Chandni Chowk-Central (0.60 km) sections were opened on February 19, 1995. Services on the entire stretch of Metro were introduced from September 27, 1995 by bridging the vital gap of 1.80 km in the middle. A dream thus came true
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1.2 Salient features of Metro Railways, Kolkata Total Route length



16.45 kilometers



Stations



17 (15 underground, 1 on surface and 1 elevated)



Coaches per train



8



Maximum permissible speed



80 kmph



Average speed



30 kmph



Voltage



750 V D.C



Method of current collection



Third Rail



Travel time:



33 min.



Dum Dum to Tollygounge Each coach can carry



278 standing, 48 sitting passengers



Each train can carry



2558 passengers (approx.)



Interval between trains



8 minutes in peak hours & 10-15 minutes at other times



Total estimated cost of the project



Rs 1740 crores (approx.)



Environment control



Forced ventilation with washed and cooled air.



Table 1. Salient features of Metro Railways, Kolkata
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1.3 Important Features of Metro Railways 1. A small wheel diameter of 860mm has been adopted for, so as to keep the tunneling cost to the minimum. Due to the height for mounting the equipment on the under frame has been limited to 700rpm.



2. The equipment has been designed to be fully compatible for accepting signal for continuous & automatic train protection (CATP) & automatic train operation (ATO). CATP & ATO equipment is however arranged by railways separately. Driver can choose anyone.



3. An auto load-weighing device has been installed on each coach. This device enables marinating constant acceleration or deceleration for the entire train regardless weight of a particular coach.



4. Both electrical and electro pneumatic brakes are used such as: From 80Km-65Km: all motor coaches & trailer coaches will have EP brakes. From 65Km-15Km: motor coaches will have ED brakes & trailer coaches will have EP brakes. From 15Km-0Km: all coaches will have EP brakes.



5 different braking rates by the movement of master controller handle can be obtained.



5. For auxiliary supply such as fan, lights, traction control and battery charging etc. brushless motor, alternator set instead of a conventional DC motor-generator set. The traction motor has been designed such that the temperature rise of the winding at the continuous raring does not exceed 400 C limit. Pneumatically operated double leave doors are provided on each coach. Provision has been such that the movement is not possible unless the entire doors in the train have been closed.
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CHAPTER-II THE MOTOR ALTERNATOR SET
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2.1 Definition of the MA set The Motor Alternator (MA) set is comprised of three parts- one D.C. Compound Motor & two A.C. Alternators. One of them is known as the exciter & the other is known as the main alternator. All three motor and the alternators are coupled on the same shaft. The alternator is of rotating armature type and the main alternator is of rotating field type. Thus, the armature of the d.c. compound motor, armature of the exciter and the field of the main alternator are coupled on the same shaft.



The field of the d.c. motor is given the input supply from the Third Rail i.e. 750 V d.c. The field produces magnetic field, which in turn rotates the armature, which in turn rotates the common shaft. This rotates the armature of the exciter and the field of the main alternator. The field of the exciter is also given supply from the Third Rail. The output of the armature of the exciter, which is about 27 V a.c., is rectified to 11-15 V d.c. and is then supplied to the rotating field of the main alternator. The output of the main alternator is the required 230/400 V a.c, 50 Hz, 3-Φ, 4-wire supply which is required to light the lights and for the running of fans in a coach.
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2.2 Block Diagram of the MA set



Motor Field Winding



Main Alternator Armature



Exciter Field Winding



Motor Armature



Main Alternator Field



Exciter Armature



Motor Armature



Main Alternator Field



Exciter Armature



Motor Field Winding



Main Alternator Armature



Exciter Field Winding



Input from Third Rail



Main Alternator



Rectifier Block



Common Shaft



Output 230/400 V, 50 Hz, 3-Φ a.c.



Fig 1. Block Diagram of an MA set
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Input from Third Rail



2.2 Constructional details of the MA set



1. Motor is assembled in the same shaft as those of alternator offering the integrated construction.



2. The outer frame is of round shape of which a part of the motor side is laminated to improve the responding character of interpole magnetic flux. Access window is provided at the motor side to facilitate inspection of the commutator.



3. The main pole core of motor is laminated with cold rolled steel sheets each of 1.6 mm thickness and the interpole core is laminated with cold rolled steel sheets each of 1.2 mm thickness. The main pole coil consists of series coil, shunt coil and separate excitation coil.



4. The armature core of motor side is laminated with silicon steel sheets each of 0.5 mm thickness and winding is arranged as wave winding. The coil end part uses the glass bind tape.



5. Dimension of brush is 12.5 x 25 x 64 mm (divided in halves attached with rubber providing round head). Its wear limit is set as 39 mm (remainder is 25 mm).



6. Alternator field is of cylindrical shape and its core is laminated with silicon steel sheets each of 0.5mm thickness. Field coil employs double glass wound copper wire.



7. Alternator stator is laminated with silicon steel sheets each of 0.5 mm. Stator coil employs double glass wound copper wire similar field coil. Coil is of 3-phase Y connection of 2 layers winding, 4 wire system is arranged to draw out the neutral point.
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8. Exciter is 3-phase AC alternator offering the rotating armature type. Also high voltage series winding is provided in the field of stator side to establish the alternator voltage utilizing the rushing-in current at starting of MA set.



9. Rotating rectifiers are fitted to shaft end of alternator side taking replacement into consideration to be prepared for future contingency. Rectifier is avalanche type silicon rectifier employing the one with forward current of 80 A and the reverse withstand voltage of 1,200V.



10. MA set itself is arranged to be hung to the car body through the media of vibration-proof device.



11. The strainer which is fitted to the outer frame of motor side employs the gravity type strainer that does not use steel mesh to implement minimization of maintenance. Fan is fitted to the alternator side.
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2.3 Features of the Motor Alternator Set (MA Set) 1. Against the variation of line voltage and load the frequency to minimize the frequency variation is detected, and by thyristor phase control the voltage of separate excitation winding of motor is adjusted and the frequency is automatically kept constant.



2. The alternator side is such that the AC exciter and rotating rectifier are assembled on the same axis of alternator and offering the brushless system. Also since the exciter field is of the high tension series winding, there is no need of preliminary exciting circuit at the starting of MA set.



3. The alternator is of self-excitation system, alternator voltage being detected, and by thyristor phase control, field current of exciter is adjusted so as the alternator voltage is arranged to be maintained constant irrespective of the load.



4. The MA set itself employs the class F insulation.



5. Since the electronic control components of frequency and voltage adjusting equipments are arranged as contact-less, there is no need of special maintenance. Also because of employing gravity type strainer for the MA set itself and the brushless type of alternator side, simplification of maintenance is carried out.
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2.4 Specifications of the MA set 1. System



Semi-enclosed self-ventilation type Motor side



: DC compound winding with interpoles



Alternator side: AC rotating field cylindrical type, 3-phase, 4-wire system, equipped with AC exciter and rotating rectifier.



2. Ratings



Specification



Motor



Alternator



Continuous rated output



24 kW (input)



3 phase 20 kVA



Voltage



750V



400V



Continuous rated current



32 A



28.9 A, p.f.=0.8



Rotational



speed



or 1,500 r.p.m.



frequency



3. Insulation class : Class F



4.



Weight



: 1,440 kg
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50 Hz



CHAPTER-III DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS CIRCUITS USED DURING MOTORING AND BRAKING OF METRO COACHES
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3.1 Main Power Circuit



The current is collected from the top of the third rail current collector shoe. From TRCC it is taken to HSCB and one bus bar of current balance relay. From CBR the supply is taken to the auxiliary circuit and line breakers LB1 and LB2. Line breakers connect the supply to the starting resistor and traction motor and disconnect it under the following conditions: 1. Normal switch off to power. 2. There is not enough air pressure available for controls. 3. If HSCB has tripped due to differential current fault or die to low voltage available for closing solenoid of HSCB. 4. If wheel slip persists for more than the specified time limit. 5. If MCB in supply circuit of TCCU and thyristor power unit of CSC trips. 6. If current in the circuit is less than the minimum current relay setting in TCCU. 7. If master controller is in braking mode.



There are in all 4 traction motors in a coach.2 pairs of traction motors (TM1&2) and (TM3&4) are permanently connected in series. In the shunting and series operation all the 4 motors are connected in series combination (i.e. 4S) and in parallel weak field operation motors are connected in 2 parallel circuit each with 2 motors in (i.e. 2S-2P). For transition from series to parallel weak field combination the bridge method of combination is employed.



Two bus bars of current balance relays are connected in circuit. One is just after the HSCB and the other before the earthy return brushes. The relay operation if te current passing through one bus bar differs by 750V,45 A from the other current passing through the second bus bar.



Two direct current transformers (DCCT) are connected in the circuit to sense the current flowing in the circuit. These DCCTs send feedback to TCCU which in turn gives
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the command signal to the CSC send feedback to TCCU which in turn gives the command signal to the CSC servomotor or to product relay as the case may be. Combination of G2 and G3 re-orient the power circuit for parallel weak field operation during motoring and contactor G2 in dynamic braking mode. Transition contactor G1 is closed in the last but one series notch during the transition from series to parallel weak field Mode. It ensures smooth bridge transition.



Starting resistors limit the current flowing in the circuit during starting and also ensure smooth acceleration. One bank of resistor is used for series operation and two different banks of same values are used for parallel weak field operation and permanent resistor. RL is used during dynamic braking operation. The starting and braking resistances are cut in a proper notching sequence by the CSC controller. The command to notch up is given by TCCU to the servomotor of CSC



Weakening the field of traction motor provides 3 further notches for speeds higher than when running in the parallel combination. This is affected in 3 steps. First by closing CSC cam contactor WF11 and WF21. Second by closing CSC cam contactor WF12 and WF22 and finally by closing CSC cam contacts WF13 and WF23. Inductive shunt SH1 and SH2 are use in the field system so as to have a good communication of the motor in the weak field operation of motors and during transition/interruption.



Associated with each circuit are: 1. A reverser (REV1 or REV2) to change polarity of the series field of traction motor. 2. Parallel/ braking contactor PB1 & PB2 which connect the circuit during dynamic braking and complete the circuit for parallel weak field operation during motoring. 3. Power brake switch MB(M) or MB(B).
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Earth brushes on the magnet frame on TM provide the return path for the current in driving motor coach through axle and running rail. In trailer coaches return brushes are mounted on axle end.



Two wheel slip relays (WBR1 & WBR2) are provided one across each pair of motors in order to detect the wheel slip. If the wheel slip persists for more than a present time, line breakers LB1 & LB2 open.



During the initiation of dynamic braking the fields of motors 1 & 2 are injected with preexcitation current to accelerate the dynamic brakes build up. The 400V, 3-phase AC supply from MA set is stepped down& rectified by the bridge rectifier before feeding the fields of motor 1&2. Field injection contactor (FIC) provided in the circuit interrupt the field forcing current after the dynamic braking current exceeds the present value. The step-down transformer has 5 tapings to change the pre-excitation current to the field of motor.



A series diode (SD1) has been provided in the circuit to prevent the reverse current flow during the parallel weak field operation. Another diode (SD2) prevents the reverse flow of current during field injection in the dynamic braking.
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3.2 Shunt motoring circuit When the master controller is moved to shunting notch, the power brake is thrown to the motoring position MB (M) and line breakers LB1 &LB2 close. All the 4 traction motors are connected in series combination (4S) with the no. of cam contacts. Shunting is started in WF3 condition of motor.



The circuit configuration is as follows: TRCC,HSCB,CBR,LB1,TM1&2,REV1,FF1&2(shunted



by



WF13



cam



contact),MB2(M),SD1,R1-R9,MB1(m),REV2,FF3&4(shunted by WF23 cam contact), SD2,TM3&4,LB2&CBR. The current passing through the traction motor is small (since all the R are in the circuit) & the traction effort being low, the train makes a smooth start.



3.3 Series motoring circuit



The master controller is moved to the series notch. The circuit remains in the same configuration as of shunting except that WF13 & WF23 cam contacts open & thus motors are now operating in full field (FF) condition. The current in the power circuit is sensed by DCCT’s and the cam contacts close in the order given in the sequence chart under the current limit control & jerk limitation (di/dt) incorporated in TCCU and thus cutting the series resistance R1-R8. After R8 is cut the transition contact G1 closes thus cutting the last resistor i.e. R9 of series notch. Consequently the series running notch is achieved. The motors are running at half voltage characteristics & condition is set for transition from series to parallel WF operation
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Transition After full series notch is achieved & when the master controller is moved from to parallel WF notch, the contactors G2 & G3 close and contactor G1 opens. The motors are now connected in parallel combination with one bank of resistors connected in series with each pair of motor.



3.4 Parallel/weak field motoring circuit



During parallel WF notch the circuit is arranged into 2 parallel paths. The configuration of the loops is: 1st loop: TRCC,HSCB,CBR,LB1,TM1&2,REV1,FF1&2,MB2(M),G2,RP21-27,MB3(M),LB2



&



CBR. 2nd loop: TRCC,HSCB,CBR,LB1,RP11-17,G3,MB1(M),REV2,FF3&4,SD2,TM3&4,LB2,CBR.



As in the series combination, the resistance (RP11-RP17) and (RP21-RP27) are cut progressively by closing of the cam contactors in the proper sequence under the current limit control and di/dt limit incorporated in TCCU.



For cutting the last resistance in each parallel loop, the powering/braking contactors PB1 & PB2 are closed. Thus the parallel field notch is achieved. The motors are now running at full voltage characteristic. Since no separate step is provided for weak field operation in master controller the parallel operation is carried on to WF notches automatically by closing of WF cam contactors under the current limit control of TCCU. 3 weak field notches (70%FF, 55%FF & 40%FF) have been provided to achieve the higher speeds and desired performance. For this WF 11&21&23 and WF 13 & 32 close in proper sequence.
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3.5 DYNAMIC BRAKING AND VARIOUS CONDITIONS FOR MOTORING



When the master controller is moved over to the braking notch the power circuit gets rearranged. One



loop



of



the



circuit



contains



TM1&2,MB(B),R1-R9,SD1,G2,RP21-



RP27,MB2(B),DCCT2,REV2,FF3,FF4,SD2,PB1. The other loop contains DCCT1,REV1,FF1&2,PB2,TM3&4,MB2(B),RP21-RP27, G2,SD1,R1-R9,MB1(B), and RL.



The advantage of this type of arrangement is that armature current of one pair of motors feeds to the fields of other pair of motors starts generating practically almost at the same time.



The initial supply for exciting the fields of traction motors 1&2is taken from 400V,3phase AC supply from MA set suitably stepped down and rectified. 5 tapings are available on the secondary side of rectifier for varying the field excitation current. The field injection contactor FIC interrupts the supply when the dynamic brake current has reached a certain value.



The dynamic braking comes if the speed of the train is 65 KPH or below. The cam contact closes in the order given in the sequence chart, under the current limit control and jerk limitation (di/dt) incorporated in TCCU and thus cutting the resistors to maintain a desired constant retardation. The dynamic braking fades out on it’s natural characteristics. A programmed blending is adopted i.e. fade out/ build up of EP brakes are matched with the fade out/ build up of dynamic brakes to avoid over retardation.
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VARIOUS CONDITIONS FOR MOTORING :



The driver can do motoring if the following conditions are fulfilled:



1. The driver control and guard control switches have been put to “ON” position. 2. Parking brakes have been released. 3. There is enough pressure in the brake pipe. 4. All the doors are closed. 5. CATP has not operated. 6. Control cut out switches have been operated in all coaches. 7. Test sequence switch is in “RUN” position.
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CHAPTER-IV INTRODUCTION TO POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM USED IN METRO RAILWAYS KOLKATA
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Power is received from CESC at 33kV at the four Receiving Sub-Stations (RSS): 1. Shyambazar 2. Central 3. Rabindra Sadan 4. Jatin Das Park



Auxiliary power: It is used for domestic & office purposes. It is 230 V A.C. for office and domestic purposes and 415 V for plant and machinery.



Traction power: It is used for driving of cab. It is 750 V D.C. being fed to the third rail for the running of the cab.



The 33kV is first step down to 11kV. After that it is divided into two parts. One part is further stepped down to 230/415V used as auxiliary power and another part is stepped down to 604V A.C. after which it is rectified to 750 V D.C. which is supplied to third rail as traction power and is used for driving of the cab. The sub-stations where the power is received at 33kV from the CESC are known as Receiving Sub-Stations (RSS). They produce both auxiliary power and traction power. The sub-stations, which are not RSS but produce both types of power are known as Traction Sub-Stations (TSS). There are 7 TSS in all: 1. Noaopara 2. Dum Dum 3. Belgachia 4. Girish Park 5. Park Street 6. Rabindra Sarobar 7. Tollygounge
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The sub-stations which produce only auxiliary power are known as Auxiliary SubStations (ASS). There are 7 ASS in all: 1. Mahatma Gandhi Road 2. Esplanade 3. Maidan 4. Netaji Bhavan 5. Shovabazar 6. Kalighat 7. Chandni Chowk



Third Rail Chemical Composition Serial no. 1.



Element Carbon



Percentage Composition 0.11



2.



Manganese



0.3-0.5



3.



Silicon



0.04 max.



4.



Sulphur



0.05 max.



5.



Phosphorous



0.05



6.



Copper



0.35



7.



Iron



Rest



Specific resistance of the third rail is 0.029Ω/km.
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CHAPTER-V DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
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5.1 Introduction to the project Aim of the project: Voltage and frequency control of the motor-alternator set (MA set) used in Metro Railways and modification of the existing Automatic Voltage Regulation/ Automatic Frequency Regulation (AVR/AFR) unit to improve it’s efficiency.



The motor-alternator set (MA set) is a distinct feature of the Metro Railways used in Kolkata. The system of power supply to the trains used in the underground Metro Railways is not the current flowing through the high wires which are collected through the current collectors in the driving coaches of the open Railways but instead they use the Third Rail system of current collection.



The Third Rail is a conductor rail, which runs parallel to the two rail tracks on which the train runs. The Third Rail carries a supply of 750 V d.c. which is supplied via the devices known as the Third Rail Current Collectors to the train. These current collectors are present in each coach of the train (8 per coach). The power collected from the Third Rail is then supplied to the Motor-Alternator set which converts it into auxiliary power.



The auxiliary power is the output of the Motor-Alternator set i.e. it is 230/400 V a.c. r.m.s., 50 Hz, 3-Φ, 4-wire supply which is used to light the tube-lights and the fans of the coaches of the train. The voltage supplied by the Third Rail varies from 500 to 900V d.c. Correspondingly the output of the MA set also varies which is not desirable for the lighting of the tube-lights and running of the fans etc. They must be given a constant supply of 230 V r.m.s., 50 Hz a.c. to run properly. Due to the variation in the input to the MA set, both the output voltage and frequency vary which causes a disruption in the above listed activities.



So to maintain the output voltage and frequency constant, the Automatic Voltage Regulator/ Automatic Frequency Regulator (AVR/AFR) set is used. This set
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maintains the auxiliary voltage and frequency constant despite the variations in the input voltage from the Third Rail. This set has got pre-defined values of the output voltage and frequency which can be adjusted manually or through programming the device. It then compares the available output voltage and frequency with the pre-defined values. If the available values of the voltage and the frequency are less than the pre-defined values the continuity angle of the Thyristor used in the set is increased till the available voltage & frequency values are equal to the pre-defined values. Similarly if the available values are more than the pre-defined ones, then the angle of continuity of the Thyristor used is decreased to decrease the output voltage & frequency to the pre-defined values. In this way the AVR/AFR set acts as a closed loop control system.



My project consists of two parts. Firstly to control the output voltage and frequency of the MA set using the existing AVR/AFR set and then to modify the existing AVR/AFR set to improve it’s efficiency.
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5.2 Definition of the problem The system of power supply in Metro Railways is through the Third Rail which is 750 V d.c. The voltage of the Third Rail varies from 500 to 900 V d.c. Correspondingly the output of the MA set which depends upon the input from the Third Rail varies from the normal values of 230/400 V in terms of voltage and 50 Hz in terms of frequency. This causes a disruption in running of the lights and fans in the coaches.



To avoid this disruption, we control the voltage and frequency of the output of the MA set to some pre-defined value, say 230 V a.c. and 50 Hz by using the conventional methods of control. To control the voltage, we control the speed of the traction motor and the flux linked with the field coil of the main alternator being produced by it’s armature. To control the frequency of the supply we need to control only the speed of the traction motor.



To control the speed of the traction motor, we need to control the flux linked between the field winding and armature as for a d.c. traction motor (compound motor) : 60 Eb P N=



ΦZA



Where Eb = back e.m.f. generated by the motor A = no. of parallel paths of the armature of the motor Z = no. of the armature conductors of the motor P = no. of the poles of the motor Φ = flux linked between the field winding and the armature of the motor
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Hence we can deduce that the speed of the motor depends only upon the flux linked if all the other factors are kept constant. So if we can control the flux keeping all the other factors constant then we can control the speed of the motor. The flux control is achieved by controlling the excitation voltage of the field winding.



Similarly, the flux linked with the main alternator can be controlled by controlling the excitation voltage of the field winding of the main alternator. Both of these controls are achieved by introducing a third winding in the field coils of the motor and the main alternator. This winding’s voltage is controlled by the Automatic Voltage Regulator/ Automatic Frequency Regulator (AVR/AFR) set. It is an automatic device which takes in input from the user which is the form of position of the coarse adjustment and the fine adjustment knobs. It then adjusts the excitation voltage of the field coils of the motor and the alternator through the adjustment of the voltage of the third winding.
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5.3.1 Block diagram of the AVR/AFR set Power supply Source circuit



DC 24 V DC 15 V



AVR-continuity angle command circuit



Synchronizing circuit



Gate amplifying circuit



Gate Transformer



CRF 1



GT 1 CRF 2



Gate Transformer



AFR-continuity angle command circuit



Gate amplifying circuit



Frequency circuit



Synchronizing circuit



Fig 2. Block Diagram of an AVR/AFR Set
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GT 2



5.3.2 Single phase half wave rectifying circuit using Thyristior When the thyristor is fired at the phase shifted by α (the angle of triggering) against the anode voltage of thyristor, load voltage becomes as the shape of hatched lines. When changing the α values from zero to 1800 continuously, the average value of it’s output voltage becomes as shown in the drawing.



Thyristor



A.C.



L O A D



Output



Fig3. Circuit for half wave rectifier using thyristor Input voltage



Output voltage



α



Fig4. input and output waveforms of the above circuit
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Output Voltage



Triggering angle α



1800



Fig 5. Variation of average output voltage with variation in triggering angle
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5.3.3 The circuit to maintain the alternator’s output voltage constant:- AVR By comparing the alternator’s output voltage and the set value, the continuity angle of the thyristor is controlled complying to the difference between the above two values.



When the alternator’s output voltage exceeds the set voltage value, the continuity angle is narrowed and the field current of the exciter of the alternator is reduced. When the output voltage becomes less than the set value on the contrary, the continuity angle of the thyristor is expanded and the field current of the exciter is constant.



The increase and decrease of alternator’s output voltage are in the same direction as that of the exciter, that is, when the exciter field current increases, the alternator’s output voltage increases and when the exciter field current decreases, the alternator’s output voltage decreases. Thereby the alternator output voltage is maintained constant. Also in the region less than rated frequency, the alternator output voltage is reduced according to the alternator frequency, at starting as shown in the figure below. This is because of avoiding the saturation of core load as of transformer. Meanwhile, at the power interruption, to keep the alternator output voltage for comparatively longer time, characteristic shown below is taken.
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Original pattern



400 V



335 V Power interruption pattern Voltage



Frequency



Approx. 34 Hz



Approx. 40 Hz



Approx. 50 Hz.



Fig 6. Variation of the output voltage of the alternator against it’s output frequency
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5.3.4 The circuit to maintain the frequency constant :- AFR The control of frequency is conducted by the control of motor side field letting the separate excitation field to function differentially against the series field and the shunt field. By comparing the frequency and the set frequency value, the continuity angle of the thyristor is controlled complying with the difference between the two above values.



When the output frequency exceeds the set frequency value, the continuity angle of thyristor is narrowed and the separate excitation field pf the motor is reduced. On the contrary, when the frequency drops below the set value, the continuity angle is expanded and the separate excitation field current is increased.



Since the separate excitation field is arranged to function differentially against the series field and shunt field, the increase and decrease of output frequency are in the same direction as that of separate excitation field current. That is, when the separate excitation field current increases, the frequency rises and when the separate excitation field current decreases, the frequency drops, thereby the frequency is maintained constant.
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5.3.5 Power supply source circuit



Bookmarks:1------- To synchronizing circuit 2------- To V24 3------- To V15 4------- To comparator Fig 7. Power supply source circuit



This is the circuit for making power supply DC 15 V for the control circuit and power supply DC 24 V for gate amplifier. The primary power source is the MA set output.



The power supply source of DC 24 V is such that the AC voltage dropped by the isolation transformer is subjected to full wave rectification by the bridge diode rectifier thereafter utilizing the switching characteristic of SBS 1, transistors Tr 1 and Tr 2 are let to conduct ON & OFF, thereby maintaining the output voltage constant approximately at DC 24 V. DC 15 V is the one obtained by stabilizing DC 24 V by the 3 terminals type constant IC.
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5.3.6 Frequency detecting circuit



Multi-vibration circuit of mono-stabilization



Reversible circuit



Filter circuit



Irreversible amplification circuit



Fig 8. Frequency detecting circuit



Detecting the frequency by the circuit composition of above diagram, DC voltage that varies in proportion to frequency is obtained as output.



Single stable multi-vibrator circuit maintains the stabilized condition at the HIGH LEVEL of IC 2-1 output. At the bottom point of AC full wave rectified waveform that is the input, trigger
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is caught and the IC 2-1 pin output becomes LOW LEVEL. Thereafter, C12 proceeds to be charged and after lapse of a constant time, which is determined by R 21 and VR 2, the output of IC 2-1 pin is restored to the original condition of the HIGH LEVEL. This actuation is repeated by the period of 1/2f. and since the pulse width is constant, in the output of IC 2-1 pin which has this pulse passed through the integration and amplified, the DC voltage that varies in proportion to the frequency is obtained.



Input



IC 2-1 pin



‘A’ point T Pulse width T= constant



1/2f



Fig 9. Waveforms of the frequency detecting circuit
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5.3.7 AVR-continuity angle command circuit



Fig 10. AVR-continuity angle command circuit When AC input voltage becomes high by comparing the AC input voltage set by VR 22, the output at the IC 2-14 pin drops. And when the AC input voltage becomes lower than the set voltage, the output of IC 2-14 pin rises. Since the continuity angle of thyristor is determined by the output voltage of IC 2-14 pin, the drop and rise of output voltage of IC 2-14 pin functions as decrease and increase of continuity angle. Also since the cathode of Dd 10 is connected to the output of frequency detecting circuit, in the region less than the rated frequency, the set voltage is lowered through Dd 10. C 8 is the condenser for smoothing the AC input voltage or for compensating C 9 pulse. In this case also the input is the fully rectified AC wave as in the case of the frequency detecting circuit. It gives the inputs to the comparator, the frequency detecting circuit and to the photo-coupler circuit.
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5.3.8 AFR-continuity angle command circuit



Fig 11. AFR- continuity angle command circuit When the output voltage of frequency detecting circuit becomes high against the set voltage by comparing the output voltage of frequency detecting circuit and the voltage set by VR 11, the output of IC 2-8 pin drops. And when the output voltage of frequency detecting circuit becomes low against the set voltage, the output of IC 2-8 pin rises. Since the continuity angle of thyristor is determined by the output voltage of IC 2-8 pin, the drop and rise of output voltage of IC 2-8 pin function as decrease and increase of continuity angle. Also at the time of starting of MA set and at the departure from 3rd rail line, the photo- coupler PC 1 is actuated by 110 V signal and setting of frequency is lowered. By lowering the frequency setting, the separate excitation field current of motor becomes minimum. C 10 is condenser for compensating phase The input in this case is the output of the frequency detecting circuit.
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.5.3.9 Synchronizing circuit



Fig 12. Synchronizing Circuit



This is the circuit for determining the continuity angle of thyristor that permits the synchronizing with the AC input. The potential of point ‘B’ becomes the saw teeth waveform because of AC input which is subjected to half wave rectification conducts the charge and discharge of C 2 and R 2 and R 3 and is limited to +15 V by Dd 5. This voltage of saw teeth waveform is compared with the output voltage of AVR- continuity angle command circuit or of AFR- continuity angle command circuit. And at the point where the former becomes less than the latter, the output of IC 1 becomes HIGH LEVEL. The input in this case is the output of the continuity angle command circuit.
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5.3.10 Gate amplifying circuit



Gate Fig 13. Gate amplifying circuit



Gate amplifying circuit is arranged as blocking oscillating circuit of continual oscillating type. When the output of synchronizing circuit becomes HIGH LEVEL, the blocking oscillating circuit starts the oscillation. During the time the output of synchronizing circuit indicates HIGH LEVEL, self- oscillation is continued and the primary waveform of transformer T 1 then becomes as rectified. By having this waveform passed through GT and rectified and applied to thyristor gate, thyristor results in ON condition. The input to this device is the output of the synchronizing circuit.
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5.3.11 Terminals in an AVR/AFR set 1. X, Y and Z --- The 3-Φ (three phase) supply needed to operate the AVR/AFR set.



2. M+ and M- ---The output of the AVR/AFR set needed to control the voltage of the field winding of the motor thus controlling the output voltage of the MA set.



3. G+ and G- ---The output of the AVR/AFR set needed to control the voltage of the field winding of the generator thus controlling the generator output frequency.



4. A and C --- It is the input to the AVR/AFR set. It is a single-phase input which is one of the three phases of the output of the MA set. In this way the AVR/AFR set senses the output voltage and frequency of the output of the AVR/AFR set.



5. S --- It is the ‘Earth’ or the ‘Ground’ terminal.



6. V1 and V2 --- It’s output is around 11 to 15 V a.c. ( generally 12 V a.c.) which is fed through a rectifier to a d.c. voltage detector which provides a commutation compensation at rapid transition of line voltage.



7. Q and P --- They are the output terminals of the d.c. voltage detector which act on the thyristors to provide a steady commutation in case of a rapid transient of a line voltage.
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CHAPTER-VI



VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY CONTROL OF AVR/AFR SET
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Specification of Test Adjustment for AVR/AFR unit



Application This specification specifies the test adjustment of AVR/AFR unit.



General specification (1) Ambient temperature :- -10 to 60 0C (2) Insulation resistance :- Not conducted (3) Withstand voltage test:- Not conducted



Test adjustment



(1)



Check of wiring and assembly



Wiring and assembly at the condition without the application of power supply source shall be confirmed that the parts used therein are identical to those shown in the internal connection drawing, assembly drawing and connection drawing.



(2)



Test circuit



Since the actual load (RG= 17.9Ω and RM=15.9Ω + 3.0Ω) test will be conducted in separate as the MA control equipment in entirety, herein test shall be conducted by connecting the load with resistance values over 10 times actual load for RG and RM.
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Instruments used



1. AC power supply source (variable frequency inverter); f=30 to 60 Hz 2. DC power supply source DC 88 to 132 V variable, 20 mA. 3. Variable transformer (Slidac) 4. AC voltmeter Max. 300 V 5. DC ammeter (2 sets) 6. Frequency counter 7. Digital voltmeter 8. Synchroscope 9. Reactor (2 sets) 10. Load resistor (2 sets) 11. Wires 12. An AVR/AFR set
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Ammeter 1 Ammeter 2



X Ammeter 3 Vm1



Y



Z M+



Frequency Counter



RM



Vm2



C



M-



P G+ DC



RG Q G-



Fig 14. Experimental set up for testing of an AVR/AFR set
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Testing of the AVR/AFR set 1. First of all ensure that the power supply is perfect i.e. the power supply delivers 230 V r.m.s. AC at 50 Hz. Check that the V 24 line is at 24 V with a tolerance of +2 V and –4 V and the V 15 line is at 15 V within a tolerance of ± 0.75 V



2. Connect the X, Y and Z terminals of the AVR/AFR set to the power supply source.



3. Switch on the MA set as per the instructions given by the training manager and the instruction manual.



4. Assemble the circuit for testing as shown in the circuit diagram (Fig 13).



5. Adjust the coarse adjustment and the fine adjustment knobs to get an output of 230 V r.m.s. AC at 50 Hz.



6. Connect all the terminals of the AVR/AFR set to appropriate points as described above.



7. Check the output of the MA set with the help of the voltmeter and the frequency meter provided as per the circuit diagram.



8. Slowly change the continuity angle knob to control the output voltage and frequency to the desired level manually.



9. Now apply the automatic control using the push button and look for the results.



10. Apply 2 electric bulbs in case of the load resistors and then control the output voltage so as to glow these bulbs.



11. Lastly check all the terminals of the AVR/AFR set for appropriate voltages and in this manner conclude the Voltage and Frequency control of the AVR/AFR set.
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CHAPTER-VII THE CIRCUIT TO MAINTAIN THE CURRENT CONSTANT IN AN MA SET
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7.1 Fault current During the flow of normal current the following curve is observed.



Normal working current



Under fault condition



LVR Current



Speed Fig 15. Variation of current with speed of motor in the MA set Under normal condition the current rise is as shown. With each step the current increases and as current increases speed decreases.



Lower value of current is fixed at a particular value. Circuit breaker is designed for each particular value of LVR (low voltage relay).



In case of fault current may nit rise to the peak value. Rate of change of current (di/dt) changes as shown in the figure. Some pairs of magnets act in opposite direction in case of fault current. They are:



1. Actuating magnet 2. Returning magnet



In case of normal current force of actuating magnet overcomes the force of returning magnet. There is an inductive circuit in returning magnet. As di/dt increases inductance increases/ this inductance reduces the current through the coil wound on the returning magnet. Size of the core of the returning magnet is such that it attains magnetic saturation 49



before actuating magnet does. Hence strength of actuating magnet increases in case of overcurrent and will be pulled in opposite direction thereby causing tripping. This is in case of normal tripping.



In case of fault tripping, as di/dt high it causes more flux to the returning magnet than that of actuating magnet. Hence returning magnet will not be able to hold actuating magnet thereby causing tripping.
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7.2 Current control unit Current control unit controls all the operation. It operates on a voltage of 110 V d.c. the control unit of BHEL rakes is known as Traction Current Control Unit (TCCU) while that of NGEF is called Electronic Control Centre (ECC). 750V D.C.



F1 M1 F2 ALWD



M2 DCCT 1



MC



TCCU



TPU



CSC



R



DCCT 2



M3



F3



M4



F4



Fig 16. Schematic diagram of current control unit of a Metro rake The primary task of the traction current control unit is to control the current of the 4 traction motors of the railcar so that maximum acceleration is achieved during staring and 51



maximum deceleration during braking with optimum jerk limitation. As can be seen from the above figure the actual value of the traction current control unit are provided by the two current transformers (DCCT 1,2) and from the automatic load-weighing device (ALWD). The command signals are provided by the master controller and by the position signals from the camshaft controller (CSC). The output signals “CSC-UP” and “CSCBACK” are derived from these input signals in the TCCU by means of logic circuits, which affect forward rotation, backward rotation or stop of the servomotor (SM) by means of the thyristor power unit (TPU), which are employed as contactless circuit breakers. The resistors R connected in the traction motor circuit is switched out in steps by means of circuit breaker (double-cam switch) of the camshaft controller (CSC) controlled by the servomotor and thus leads to the control of the traction motor currents.



In addition to this control function the TCCU monitors a number of different limit values and signals exceeding of these limits by means of relay contacts to the railcar control circuit for initiation of suitable countermeasures.



7.3 Principle of operation



The traction current control unit is connected by means of three 24-pole harting plug connection, which are mechanically provided measuring transducers for measurement of the load weight, and of the traction motor branch currents are connected to plug 1 of the TCCU. The supply voltage to the measuring transducers is fed from the TCCU by means of this plug and the measuring transducers output currents are fed from the transducers to the actual value inputs of the traction current control unit.



In addition to the operation voltage (110 V) a number of binary signals (maximum 14) which are taken from externally installed command and signaling equipment, are fed to the TCCU by means plug 2. The binary signals are generated by means of switch contacts and are fed at a signal level of 110 V nominal referred to –UB to the signal inputs of the TCCU.
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The output signals generated are fed via plug No.3 to the external switchgear and to the thyristor power units for servomotor control and to various contactors in the car control unit. 110 V signals are provided for the contactors of the car control unit whereas 24 V signals are fed to the two thyristor power units.



The actual values (j1, j2 and load signals inputted by plug 1 through the actual value disconnector module are fed to the actual value converter module and to the blind plug in module unit. The actual values, which are received in the form of current signals are converted into corresponding voltage in the actual value converter module and fed to the following module for further processing. The actual value fed to the blind plug-in unit is utilized only when the blind plug-in unit is replaced by the measuring plug-in unit of the test measurement kit. By the means of the instruments provided in the test kit it is possible to check the motor current and the automatic load-weighing device during normal operation.



The 13 binary input signals taken from plug 2 are fed to the input signal filter module via the input signal voltage limitation module. As a result the voltage of the input signal is limited and interference voltages are removed and the logic conditions are detected by means of Schmitt Limiter. The Schmitt Limiter also inverts the input signals in order to meet the requirements of the following functional groups, which employ LSL logic.



The motoring regulator module controls upward control of the camshaft controller during starting by linking a number of command and actual value signals and by comparison of actual values with reference values.



The control criteria are the actual/reference value ratio of current increase for jerk limitation and the actual/reference value ratio of the stepping current for acceleration. The reference value generated in the modules is influenced to a certain degree by the loading condition of the rail car. By means of a comparator circuit the highest value of the two actual current values is employed for actual/reference value comparison. Control of the camshaft controller in steps during braking is performed in a similar manner by the
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braking actual/reference value converter module and by the braking regulator module. The reference values are generated and the actual values are conditioned in the braking actual/reference value converter module. The actual/ reference value comparison is affected and logical linking is performed in the braking regulator module, which generates the output signals. The output signals of the motoring regulators and of the braking regulator are fed to the servomotor drive logic module which links these signals with the position check back signals taken from the camshaft controller with the motoring signals.



As a result the servomotor is controlled not only by the actual/reference value ratio of the traction motor currents but also as a function of the camshaft controller. That is, once the servomotor has been started as a result of the actual/reference rati0 (Iactual < Iref) it is not stopped on the disappearance of this control command i.e. when Iactual < Iref but only in conjunction H/L transition of the position step contact signal (40 in advance of each normal position), which signals arrival within the permissible halt position range for the drum switch of the camshaft controller.



Other control signals can momentarily block movement of the camshaft controller, e.g. a slip/slide signal (s/s), which blocks control as a function of the actual/reference value ratio for the duration of the slip/side, or a stop signal, which compensates for contactor switching delay times and blocks movement for approx. 100 msec. Two further input signals “up” and “back” are employed for return of drum switch to the normal position upon completion of a starting or braking sequence. Return is effected when he CSC is in the series range after traction or braking circuit reset. Forward control is effected when the CSC is in the parallel range. (Position 12-22).
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CHAPTER-VIII



AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEMS FACED BY AVR/AFR SET
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8.1 Problems due to over-voltage



The AVR/AFR set acts as a closed loop control system in controlling the output voltage of the MA set despite the variations in the input supply. The input supply varies from 500 to 900 V d.c. and the AVR/AFR set maintains the output of the MA set constant at 230/400 V a.c., 50 Hz, 3-Φ, 4-wire supply for the proper running of the fans, lights in the Metro Coaches. The AVR/AFR set consists of a thyristor; varying whose continuity angle we control the output of the MA set i.e. when the input voltage is less than the set voltage the continuity angle is increased to equalize the output at that moment with the specified output. Similarly when the input voltage is greater than the set voltage value the continuity angle of the thyristor is decreased so as to decrease the output at that moment to the specified level.



Sometimes the input voltage from the third rail to the MA set exceeds the upper extreme of 900 V d.c. and it increases beyond 950 V d.c on account of impurities presenting the third rail chemical composition. This over voltage directly affects the AVR/AFR set. The AVR/AFR set as stated is made up of a thyristor and the input to the thyristor comes through a step-down transformer so as to limit the input to thyristor to a level below the breakdown voltage of the thyristor. But since the input from the third rail might increase abruptly which might exceed the rated input voltage of the thyristor. It might in turn cause the thyristor to breakdown, which will cause a large no. of charge carriers to flow from one side to another side. The thyristor in this case will then act as a short circuit and the continuity angle of the thyristor will tend to increase abruptly whereas in this case the input voltage is higher and hence the continuity angle should decrease so as to make the output equal to the set output. But since the continuity angle increases abruptly the output of the MA set increases very rapidly, which in turn damages, the fans and lights operating in the Metro Coaches.
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An analysis of the graph between the output voltage of the MA set and the input from the third rail shoes that at voltages between the 600 V to 950 V d.c. as input from the third rail the AVR/AFR set operates with appreciable control and it controls the output of the MA set to the specified level of 230/400 V a.c., 50 Hz, 3-Φ, 4 wire supply which is needed for the operation of lights and fans in the Metro Coaches.



But at the higher voltage levels the thyristor tends to breakdown and the continuity angle increases abruptly and instead of decreasing the output voltage to the set level the output voltage increases rapidly and it in turn damages the fans and lights used in Metro Coaches.



A.C. Output of the MA set



230V



600 V



800V



950 V



D.C. input from the third rail



Fig 17. Variation of the output of the MA set against input from the third rail to the AVR/AFR set in case of over voltage
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8.2 Problems due to under-voltage



Sometimes the input voltage from the third rail cannot reach the specified lower extreme of 500 V and it barely reaches a mark of 450-475 V. this happens when the nonconducting impurities like Sulphur or Silicon are present in large amounts in the third rail. Due to these non-conducting impurities the effective resistance of the third rail increases and hence a voltage of only 450-475 V volts can be obtained from the third rail as input to the MA set and as input to the AVR/AFR set as output of the exciter. This under voltage adversely affects the AVR/AFR set as the voltage is sometimes not enough even to trigger on the thyristor. So in this case the continuity angle of the thyristor tends to decrease towards zero. Whereas in case of low voltage the continuity angle of the thyristor should increase. Hence in this sort of a case the output voltage instead of being equal to the specified level tends towards zero. An analysis of the graph between the output voltage of the MA set and the input from the third rail indicates that within the range 500 V to 900 V the output of the MA set is maintained constant by the AVR/AFR set with appreciable control. But as the voltage from the third rail drops below the 500 V mark the output drops rapidly and at a voltage below the 450 V mark when the thyristor does not trigger the output becomes almost zero. Output from the MA set (A.C.) 230 V



0V 450 V



500 V



900V



Input from the third rail (D.C.)



Fig 18. Variation of the output of the MA set against input from the third rail to the AVR/AFR set in case of under voltage
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8.3 Testing of the AVR/AFR set for analysis of problems due to overvoltage and under-voltage



Aim: To check the AVR/AFR set due to problems of over-voltage and under- voltage of input from the third rail.



Apparatus:



1. An AVR/AFR set 2. Digital multimeters- 2 in nos. 3. Connecting leads 4. MA set



Procedure: 1. First of all assemble the apparatus as shown in the figure. 2. Connect the two ends of d.c. voltmeter, one to the third rail and the other one to the track rail which is used as a ground for the metro cabs, 3. Connect the input to the motor and the exciter of the MA set from the third rail. 4. Assemble the MA set as shown in the figure. 5. Connect the AVR/AFR set with its terminals connected to appropriate terminals. X, Y, Z to the 3-phase output of the exciter as input to the AVR/AFR set. A, C to a phase and the neutral of the output of the main alternator. S to ground that is track rail and M+, M- and G+, G- to the appropriate motor and generator field terminals respectively. 6. Connect the single phase of the output of the MA set which was connected to the A, C terminals of the AVR/AFR set to the a.c. voltmeter. 7. Check the output of the MA set with the help of the a.c. r.m.s. voltmeter at different places of the third rail. 8. Make an observation table for the variation of the MA set output against the variation of the third rail voltage.
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Physical Layout Diagram (Digital Multimeter



The MA set



Used as a D.C. Voltmeter)



M
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E R
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Input from the Third Rail



The AVR/AFR Set To generator field winding



G+ G-



A C



X Y



M+ MS



Z 230 V/400V 50 Hz,3-Φ, 4wire supply



To motor field winding



Digital multimeter used as an a.c. voltmeter



Fig 19. Physical layout for monitoring of an AVR/AFR set during over voltage and under voltage conditions 60



Observation Table Serial



The



third



rail



voltage



as The single phase of the output of the



no.



measured by the d.c. voltmeter



MA set as measured by a.c. r.m.s.



(in Volts)



volmeter (in Volts)



1



706



230



2



726



230



3



750



230



4



753



230



5



826



230



6



876



246



7



512



215



8



936



296



9



502



196



10



656



230



Graph



300V Output of the MA set (r.m.s. value of a.c. voltage)



250V



230V



196V



180V



Third Rail d.c. voltage 512V



600V



850V



875V



936V



Fig 20. Variation of MA set output against third rail voltage (on experimental findings)
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Conclusions



The AVR/AFR set acts as an excellent voltage stabilizer when the input from the third rail varies within a tolerable limit of 500V to 850V. When the third rail voltage decreases below the 500V mark the output of the MA set lowers considerably. Similarly when the third rail voltage increases beyond the 850V mark the output of the MA set increases considerably which might in turn damage the fans and lights operating in the coach. So the AVR/AFR set must be operated within the tolerable limit of 500V to 850V to achieve best results. Precautions must be taken so that the AVR/AFR set is not operated beyond this range at both the extremes.



Precautions



1. Never touch the third rail with any naked portion of the body. Don’t cross the track rail nearer to the third rail. Stand behind the insulated portion of the third rail if crossing the track rail is required. 2. Check the connections carefully before the reading. 3. Check the third rail voltage first and then connect the AVR/AFR set. 4. Don’t connect the AVR/AFR set when the third rail voltage is higher 950V.
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8.4 Problems due to variation of the temperature & humidity 8.4.1 Problems due to variation of ambient temperature



Though the weather of Kolkata is mild and humid with very less temperature variations and also the Metro Railways in Kolkata is mostly underground where the temperature variations are very small, still temperature variations affect the performance of the AVR/AFR set. This is because too high temperature may result in false triggering of the thyristor and the control action might start even if there is no input. Again the output of the AVR/AFR set drifts by 0.1% per degree centigrade (0C) rise in temperature. Again since the AVR/AFR set is placed very closed to the MA set the temperature variations in the vicinity of the AVR/AFR set sometimes reach a mark of 100C which means a variation of 1% in the output which is sometimes very high and intolerable for some of the small fans and lights in the Metro Coaches. So this problem must be rectified in order to stabilize the output of the AVR/AFR set. The typical temperature range specified for the AVR/AFR set used in the Metro Railways is –300C to 500C which is exceeded sometimes due to position of the AVR/AFR set in the vicinity of the MA set.



8.4.2 Problems due to variation of the humidity of the atmosphere



As already stated the weather of the city of Kolkata is very humid and the average relative humidity of the weather stands at 65%. Furthermore the Metro train runs underground where the underground air-conditioning and ventilation further increases the humidity of the air and the average humidity of the air stands at 80% (approx.). This high humidity adversely affects the action of the step-down transformers and the op-amps. used in the AVR/AFR set and hence the output of the AFR/AFR set is affected. The typical humidity range as specified for the AVR/AFR set used in the Metro Railways is 70% for a temperature range of 00C to 400C which is often exceeded in underground conditions as stated above. So the AVR/AFR set needs to be protected from high humidity so as keep the unit in goof functioning condition.
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8.5 Some other problems faced by the AVR/AFR set



1. Very high frequency of the output of the MA set trips the motor. This happens when the frequency of the output of the main alternator is very high and the AVR/AFR set in order to exercise control over the output lowers the field voltage by such a huge margin that the motor is tripped. 2. The thyristor can go bizarre at certain times and it’s properties may be destroyed. This happens when there is a delay in commutation of the thyristor. The thyristor in this case uses line commutation. But in certain cases where fast switching action is required this type commutation fails to give satisfactory results. 3. Spikes or fast variation of the input from 70V to 230V may permanently damage the thyristor thus causing an irreparable damage to the AVR/AFR set. These types of losses are irrecoverable losses. 4. Again in case of some not so variations of the input from the 70V to the 230V mark, very slow control of the output is recorded and this is totally undesirable. It is desired that the output should follow the input at every instant.
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CHAPTER-IX



SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THE PROBLEMS FACED BY THE AVR/AFR SET
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9.1 Solution of problems due to over-voltage and under-voltage



Fig 21. Indications for various conditions of over-voltage and under-voltage



The circuit shown above indicates whether the voltage applied as input to the thyristor is over-voltage or normal voltage or under-voltage. It is observed that the thyristor works best in the range of 5V to 15V d.c. The input voltage from the exciter after being stepped down by the step-down transformer is rectified into d.c. by using a bridge rectifier. That voltage enters the above circuit as the input. The Voltage Comparator 1 checks whether the input is less than 5V. If it is less than 5V then the yellow LED used for below 5V range glows and the other two LEDs don’t glow. It is then advised that the motorman then immediately stops the AVR/AFR set to prevent damage to the fans and lights of the Metro Coaches. The Voltage Comparators 2 and 3 check whether the voltage is within the range of 5V to 15V, which is the operating, range of the thyristor. If the voltage applied satisfies both the conditions (i.e. >5V and 
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condition glows and the other two don’t glow. If this condition is satisfied then the AVR/AFR should keep working as then it would work with great efficiency.



Similarly when the input exceeds 15V only the red LED glows and this is sensed by Voltage Comparator 4. As the red LED glows immediately the AVR/AFR set should be switched off and this is achieved with the help of a miniature circuit breaker which trips if the input exceeds 15V. Thus damage to all the equipments of the Metro Coach can be prevented.



9.2 Solution to problems faced due varying environmental conditions such as temperature and Humidity A very simple solution to this problem can be found out by enclosing the AVR/AFR unit a thermally insulated case made preferably as that would give protection against variations in humidity also. Also the AVR/AFR set must be placed far away from the MA set so that the rise of temperature due running of motor does not affect it at any cost. Further the advantage of this type of placing is advantageous as the cost of carrying MA set output to a far away AVR/AFR set is much less than the damage caused due to the high temperature burnouts of the AVR/AFR sets caused due to their placement near the MA set.



9.3 Solution to problem against de-functioning of the thyristor and slow variation of the output as against quick variation of the input The general method of the commutation of the thyristor in this case is the line commutation. But this type of commutation takes a very long time as the thyristor cannot commutate until the line voltage is reversed in the negative direction and the current is reduced below holding current. This procedure takes a long time to complete. For the quick variations of the input the switching time of the thyristor should be very low and
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hence forced commutation of the thyristor should be used. This greatly reduces the switching time and hence the output is able to follow the input more faithfully.



Fig 22. Forced Commutation circuit for a thyristor



9.4 Solution to Problem against spikes and sharp rise of input The solution to above problem can easily be devised by using snubber circuits. In these type of circuits a capacitor is placed in parallel with the thyristor as it absorbs the fast change of dv/dt (spike). A resistor is also placed in series with the capacitor in order to limit the current carried by the capacitor which faced may be caused by fast changing dv/dt which is absorbed by the capacitor.



Fig 23. A typical snubber circuit to protect the thyristor against spikes
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CHAPTER-X



RECOMMENDATIONS
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1. Use of indication circuits using LEDs and miniature circuit breakers to protect the thyristor against various conditions of over-voltage and under-voltage.



2. Use of Rubber covering over the AVR/AFR set to protect it against the variations against temperature and humidity variations.



3. Placing the AVR/AFR set away from the MA set so as to protect it from being heated due to running of the motor



4. Use of forced commutation so as enable fast switching as and when required. Otherwise line commutation would do the job.



5. Use of snubber circuits so as to protect the thyristor against the fast change of rate of change of voltage with respect to time (dv/dt) and spikes.



6. Use of a high quality motor in the MA set.



7. Used of Insulated Gate Bi-polar Transistor (IGBT) instead of thyristor for the construction of the AVR/AFR set.
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